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Panoramic environments can be casually acquired by mobile phones. Un-
fortunately, representations suitable for real-world virtual reality (VR)
must provide (at least) binocular disparity for stereo vision and supported
head motion, e.g. rotation and translation. The common equirectangular
representations of panoramic environments offer only monocular vision
and only up to 2D eye rotations and are thus not suitable for VR experi-
ences out of the box.
We propose a pipeline to capture, process and display cylindrical 360°
panoramas with motion parallax, an important depth cue for monocular
vision, suitable for real-world VR applications. We do not stitch a video
into an equirectangular representation, but use the individual frames in
an omnidirectional stereo panorama setup [3] and perform image-based
rendering (IBR) without accurate scene proxy or per-image depth maps.
The IBR formulation allows our method to synthesise novel viewpoints
on-the-fly within the area of the captured camera circle, sampling input
images efficiently per pixel in order to create a novel view, which in turn
leads to motion parallax. Our approach makes it possible for casual con-
sumers to capture and view high-quality 360° panoramas with binocular
disparity and motion parallax. We assume static environments throughout
the pipeline.
Our pipeline is depicted in Figure 1. a) we start from an input video
captured with a consumer camera, and b) register each video frame on
a circle. First, the camera poses of the individual video frames are esti-
mated using structure-from-motion (SfM). We undistort the images before
the SfM reconstruction to obtain more accurate geometry. The obtained
pose E together with known intrinsic parameters K per input image I de-
fine a viewpoint V = (P, I), in which P = K ·E is the projection matrix.
A frame i is identified with the viewpoint Vi = (Pi, Ii) after registration.
Second, we fit a circle to the estimated camera poses. The centre is deter-
mined as the centroid of the poses, the normal by the average up-direction
of the camera poses and the radius as the average distance of the camera
centres to the centroid.
We compute dense correspondences between neighbouring pairs of
viewpoints in form of optical flow in c). The baselines between neigh-
bouring viewpoints is only a few millimetres and thus optical flow re-
liably estimates inter-frame pixel motion for static environments. Still,
very close scene objects, which contain naturally more parallax in a pair
of consecutive frames, can be hard to catch.
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Figure 1: Overview of our approach to casually create and display VR
content. See description in text.
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Figure 2: Comparison of synthetic views for two viewpoints, one per row.
Our approach shows artefact-free motion parallax. Description in text.
We next synthesise a desired novel viewVD (shown in green in Figure 1d)
within the camera ring. We use a plane attached to the OpenGL camera
to create rasterised world points, so only directions with respect to the
desired camera are considered during view synthesis. The rendering itself
can be broken down into the following steps:
1. obtain a world point X from the OpenGL rasterisation stage,
2. determine the camera pair which encloses X , i.e. VL and VR,
3. project X into the viewpoints, i.e. xi = PiX for i∈ {L,R} (note that
X is available per pixel of the desired viewpoint xD), and
4. determine the colour of xD by linearly interpolating xL and xR using
depth-compensating flow-based blending.
We apply our method on the ‘ROOFTOP’ dataset [3], which was captured
with a GoPro HD HERO2, at 960×1280 pixels and 48 fps, on a rotary
stage with 1.2 m radius (see Figure 2). Note that unstructured lumigraph
rendering [2] (left) shows seams and blurry artefacts, and Megastereo
(centre) does not support motion parallax. Our approach (right) produces
high-quality views with motion parallax by combining the best of two
worlds, general image-based view synthesis performed on a dense set of
calibrated viewpoints, commonly used in omnidirectional approaches.
Our results show the same non-linear perspective for close scene ob-
jects caused by vertical distortion which is commonly observed in state-
of-the-art commercial VR content generation systems, e.g. Google Jump
[1]. We need to capture and store 200–400 frames on a circle to perform
artefact-free viewpoint synthesis without scene geometry. Thus, our ap-
proach supports 1D camera manifolds Our approach would benefit from
accurate proxy geometry, firstly to increase the space in which novel
views can be synthesised and secondly to address vertical distortion for
close scene objects not well represented with the used planar proxy sur-
face. The computational bottleneck of our approach is the structure-from-
motion computation. Structure-from-motion is also known to not be ro-
bust for our desired narrow-baseline inside-out capturing scenario.
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